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Abstract
Background: ‘Background’ is an important visual element for creating
multimedia (e.g., PowerPoint) slides on which text and illustrations are
placed. Although some general guidelines for the background for textual
materials on PowerPoint slides are available, detailed and specific guidelines
on the background for illustrations are almost lacking. As part of a broader
research, this qualitative study was designed to assess the preferences of
Anatomy postgraduate students towards different types of background of
illustration-based PowerPoint slides and their perceived influence on
learning. Material & Methods: An FGD was conducted among eight
Anatomy postgraduate students from two medical colleges of Bangladesh.
Seven PowerPoint slides with one same pair of Neuroanatomy illustrations
but seven different types of background dealing with the following
characteristics
were
shown
to
them:
White/light-coloured
homogeneous/Dark-coloured homogeneous; Slightly decorated/Heavily
decorated; Related to subject/Not related to subject. The discussion was on
which background they liked most and why, and whether they think that the
background would enhance students’ learning. Results and Conclusion: Six
broad ‘themes’ emerged from the FGD: 1. No single type of background
yielded a unanimous preference. 2. Coloured homogeneous backgrounds
seemed to be the most preferred type with no clear-cut difference between
the light-coloured and dark-coloured ones. 3. Preferences for white or
slightly decorated background was moderate. 4. Among the slightly
decorated backgrounds, preference for those related to the subject was
greater than for those not related. 5. No preference was shown for the heavily
decorated background not related to the subject. 6. Despite some positive
comments regarding the influence of slide background on learning, no
definitive conclusion could be drawn. While these results provide some
baseline answers to the research questions, further studies addressing more
specific issues of background and viewer characteristics are recommended.
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INTRODUCTION
“How should we best teach anatomy?”[1]
Probably it is the most burning question that
has been asked by anatomists over centuries.

Consequently, they have been constantly
searching for its answer for conveying human
anatomical information to students in effective
ways. Anatomy is a visual subject. Thus, visual
materials, especially illustrations (also called
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pictures, figures, images etc.), play a vital role
in teaching-learning for better understanding
of this complex science. Multimedia software
like PowerPoint has become an integral
component of classroom teaching for
projecting complex anatomical illustrations in
time-saving and convenient ways. Generally, it
seems that students like lectures with
PowerPoint presentations.[2-7] Ding and Liu[5]
think that “by presenting PowerPoint slides
inserted with pictures, flow charts, schematics,
animations, even video clips, the lecture may
become vivid and attractive to students.” It is
implied, then, that every slide has a
‘background’ as well. The visual impact of a
slide must be that of a combined effect of the
foreground material and the background.
Unfortunately, while ‘backgrounds’ are an
important element for creating an engaging
presentation, they are often overlooked when
designing PowerPoint slides.[8] PowerPoint
‘backgrounds’ have been described as the
images or design elements that are placed on
slides behind whatever text, charts, images, or
other objects are presenting.[8] However, the
background may also be just white or of a
plain, solid, homogeneous colour. Although
there are some instructional guidelines for the
‘background’
of
textual
material
on
PowerPoint slides, no such guidelines on the
‘background’ of illustrations have been
available to the present researchers. It is
understandable
that
populations
and
individuals may have different feelings
regarding the colour and other design aspects
of slide backgrounds. However, the feelings
regarding such a culture-sensitive and
individual taste-sensitive issue as the
‘background’ of illustration-based PowerPoint

presentations have not yet been examined
among the medical students of Bangladesh.
The present research was designed to explore
the feelings of Bangladeshi Anatomy
postgraduate students about different types of
‘background’ of illustration-based PowerPoint
slides, through a focus group discussion
(FGD), and assess their preferences of different
types of slide background and their
perceptions regarding the influence of
backgrounds on learning.
It may be mentioned that this research on slide
background was part of a much broader study
exploring different aspects of presenting
illustrations in PowerPoint slides that included
labelling,
animation
and
emphasizing
illustration as well. This article is also a part of
a two-article series in which the next article
deals with the results of a survey among
Anatomy teachers of Bangladesh on the same
issues as the present article.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
A focus group discussion (FGD) was carried
out in the Department of Anatomy,
Bangabandhu
Sheikh
Mujib
Medical
University (BSMMU), Dhaka, Bangladesh,
among eight postgraduate (MPhil) Anatomy
students, four from each of the two medical
colleges in Dhaka where the MPhil Anatomy
course is run. The participants, who were
selected purposively, were well exposed to
Neuroanatomy. They were accustomed to and
showed special interest in PowerPoint
presentations, were reasonably articulate and
gave an informed written consent to
participate in the research. Seven of them were
females. It may be noted that in Bangladesh,
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the MPhil Anatomy courses in most
institutions have similar male-female ratios of
students. For the present study, the term
‘background’ meant the appearance of the
surface of a slide on which illustrations are
placed in a PowerPoint slide. While a text
material is commonly placed directly on the
slide background, an illustration can be placed
in two different ways: with its surrounding
colour, that can be called the ‘base colour’
(Figure 1A), or directly on the slide without
any surrounding ‘base colour’ (Figure 1B).
Anatomy books usually place illustrations on
white pages, and this makes a white ‘base
colour’ for these illustrations. Most of the
Anatomy illustrations available on the internet
are also placed on a white ‘base colour’.
Keeping this in mind, one pair of coloured
Neuroanatomy illustrations,[9] each having a
‘white base’ were placed on the following
seven ‘types’ of ‘background’ in PowerPoint
slides (Figure 2) and were shown to the
participants of the FGD:
• Slide- a: White background
• Slide- b: Light-coloured homogeneous
background,
• Slide- c: Dark-coloured homogeneous
background
• Slide- d: Slightly decorated background not
related to the subject[10]
• Slide- e: Heavily decorated background not
related to the subject[11]
• Slide- f: Slightly decorated background
related to the subject[12]

• Slide- g: Heavily decorated background
related to the subject[13]
Here, the term ‘homogenous’ indicated plain,
solid backgrounds without any figure, texture
or pattern. In contrast, the term ‘decorated’
indicated
backgrounds
with
figurative
graphics or other pattern or design, either
related or not related to the subject of
Neuroanatomy. For selecting the slide
backgrounds, more than a hundred slide
designs available in PowerPoint and other
sources were examined.
The FGD was initiated by asking two basic
questions to the participants in Bangla: “Which
slide do you like/dislike the most, and why?”
and “What do you think about their influence
on learning?”. In addition, complementary
questions were used to get a better
understanding of what the students were
saying. The FGD was facilitated by two
researchers. The whole discussion, occurring in
Bangla, was recorded in three forms- in
written- by taking notes, in audio- by using
two digital tape recorders and in video- by
using a digital video camera. The recorded
discussion was transcribed into Bangla handwritten form and translated into English. The
final transcript was typed in English by using
Microsoft Word 2010. The transcript was then
analysed thoroughly to identify the ‘themes’
emerging from it, considering each type of
slide ‘background’.
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Figure 1: A hypothetical illustration in two hypothetical slides to show the different components of
an illustration-based slide. Slide A: Illustration with a white ‘base colour’. Slide B: Illustration without
any ‘base colour’. a: slide background; b: illustration; c: illustration’s ‘base colour’.
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Figure 2: Different types of ‘background ‘of PowerPoint slides on which the same pair of coloured
Neuroanatomy illustrations were placed to show to the Anatomy postgraduate students participating
in the FGD.
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RESULTS & DISCUSSION
From the analyses of the transcripts from both
video and audio recordings of the FGD on the
preferences and perceived influence of
different ‘backgrounds’ in illustration-based
PowerPoint slides on learning among eight
Anatomy postgraduate students, six (6)
‘themes’ emerged:
• Theme 1: No single type of background
yielded a unanimous preference.
• Theme
2:
Coloured
homogeneous
backgrounds seemed to be the most
preferred type with no clear-cut difference
between the light-coloured and darkcoloured ones.
• Theme 3: Preference for white or slightly
decorated background was moderate.
• Theme 4: Among the slightly decorated
backgrounds, preference for those related to
the subject was greater than for those not
related.
• Theme 5: No preference was shown for the
heavily decorated background not related to
the subject.
• Theme 6: Despite some positive comments
regarding the influence of slide background
on learning, no definitive conclusion could
be drawn.
The following are the results with discussions
addressing these six themes that emerged from
the present study:
Theme 1: No single type of background
yielded a unanimous preference.
Looking at the use of each of the seven
different
types
of
slide
backgrounds
meticulously, and taking enough time to
identify their individual preferences, the

Anatomy postgraduate students started the
focus group discussion facilitated by the
researchers. The students explained the
reasons behind their choices to each other. At
one point of the ongoing FGD, one of the
researchers who was facilitating the discussion,
intervened by saying:
“We should be careful here about whether our
preference is general. This means, are we
saying what we do (feel) in most cases?
Actually, every choice would not fit every case.
You may well say that it depends. One type
would look good in one situation, another in
other.”
However, the students couldn’t come to any
consensus about which background they like
the most and to the researchers.
Theme
2:
‘Coloured
homogeneous’
backgrounds seemed to be the most preferred
type with no clear-cut difference between the
‘light-coloured’ and ‘dark-coloured’ ones.
Four of the participants of the present study
went for the coloured homogeneous
backgrounds- light-coloured homogenous,
dark-coloured homogeneous backgrounds or
both. In their perception, such backgrounds
were “less irritating” than the decorated
backgrounds, unlike the decorated ones,
according to them, these backgrounds did not
take away their concentration on from the
illustrations towards the background’s design.
Berk[14] suggested choosing a solid colour
background that will not distract from the
image content. This “solid colour” is supposed
to be any homogeneous colour of light or dark
shade. Two of the FGD participants of the
present study found a light-coloured
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background “less contrasting” than the darker
one and yet enough for highlighting an
illustration. The survey[15] results from Gazi
and Shamimshowed that the majority of the
Bangladeshi Anatomy teachers (n = 39)
preferred the light-coloured homogeneous
background because they considered light
colours as “less contrasting” but enough for
highlighting the illustrations against the
background. And therefore, students would
easily concentrate, they added. Regarding this,
Olurinola and Tayo[16] suggested that
instructional designers should choose colours
wisely while designing courses considering
audiences’ age, gender and culture.
However, another student in the present study
found the dark-coloured homogeneous
background “better contrasting” and, thus,
helped her to focus on the illustrations. She
then admitted that the dark blue colour (the
colour
used
for
the
dark-coloured
homogeneous background) was her favourite.
Therefore, she was not sure whether the dark
homogeneous nature of the background or the
blue colour itself attracted her and made her
focus on the illustrations. It may be noted that
the rectangular white bases of the illustrations
of the present study must have created a sense
of framing more against the light- and darkcoloured homogeneous slide backgrounds.
Each white base had a thin black border as
well. One of the participants rightly noticed
that if there were no such “framing”, the
contrast effect would not have been as good.
For example, in case of dark blue-coloured
homogeneous background (slide- c), the
multicoloured illustrations of the foot placed
directly on the dark blue background would
not have been that legible. But with the white

base colour on the dark blue background
highlighting the illustration was better.
Theme 3: Preference for ‘white’ or ‘slightly
decorated’ background was moderate.
White and slightly decorated backgrounds
were moderately preferred by the students
participating in the present study. Two of the
eight FGD participants liked the white
background (Slide-a). To them, white
background was “simple” to focus on
illustrations.
They
claimed
that
coloured/decorated backgrounds were “too
attractive”, drawing all their attention away
from the main illustrations. One of them
further added that the dark-coloured
background (Slide- c) was making her lose
concentration. “Dark colour was too strong for
my eyes”, she asserted. Another participant
admitted that their teachers do not like using
any background but white while preparing
PowerPoint presentations. He said:
“According to our madams (teachers), the
background of the presentation slides must be
white. They do not like anything else; not any
light or dark coloured background. We have
learnt in that way and have seen our madams
doing so.” [Participant 6]
So, in his perception, there cannot be any other
colour but white as a slide background for
PowerPoint presentations. The survey of Gazi
and Shamim[15] showed about half of the
participating Bangladeshi Anatomy teachers (n
= 39) preferred white background because they
thought students can concentrate on the
illustrations only when the background does
not differ in colour from the colour of
illustrations. One has to note here, though that
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this proportion does not mean that these
teachers didn’t like any other slide type,
because there were multiple options for their
response. In another a survey, Chen, Zeng and
Rao[17] noted that among white-, black-, red-,
yellow-, green-, cyan-, blue- and purplecoloured backgrounds, the white background
was the most popular to the Agriculture and
Forestry students of China they studied on.
That is because, the authors suggested, white
usually gives people “broad” and “bright”
feelings and reduces people's sense of
oppression. “White is very common in nature
or artificial buildings, and is also a favourite
background colour for people, such as most
people like white snow, interior wall
decoration with white, etc.”,[17] they further
added.
On the other hand, one of the FGD participants
of the present study found the white
background “less attractive” and had a doubt
that “white background may not attract the
students that much” but an “attractive”
(coloured/decorated)
background
might
“possibly be of help”. Another participant
agreed with her by saying:
“In my opinion, the background of the slide
(other than white) can be helpful for the
inattentive students. Perhaps they will first
notice the background, which will lead their
attention to the main picture”. [Participant 4]
One participant who liked the white
background also liked the slightly decorated
background that was not related to the subject
(Slide-d) because it was more or less
“adjustable” to her eyes. Despite having some
designs, she found it more like a white
background. Another found the slightly

decorated background much preferable
because of their simple graphics and not
making any “noise”. Among the preferences of
the majority of the Psychology students of
Apperson, Law and Scepansky’s Survey,[18]
who preferred any coloured background to a
white background, there was “decorated”
background as well.
It may be worth mentioning that the eight FGD
participants of the present study were from
two institutions of Bangladesh, four from each.
They were sharply divided by institution into
their opinions regarding the colour of the
‘background’. Students belonging to one
institution were predominantly exposed to
white background by their teachers. They
showed a clear-cut inclination towards the
white background.
Theme 4: Among the ‘decorated’ backgrounds,
preference for those related to the subject was
greater than for those not related.
When it came to the ‘decorated’ backgrounds,
the participants of the present study mostly
preferred the ones related to the subject
(Neuroanatomy) than those not related to the
subject. They found the former “motivating”
and “more logical”. One FGD participant
maintained that these backgrounds gave her a
hint about the subject matter. The survey[15]
mentioned earlier showed that Bangladeshi
Anatomy teachers (n = 39) also preferred
background
related
the
subject
(Neuroanatomy) to those not related.
According to them, this is because subject
related backgrounds could create a relevant
environment in the classroom.
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In contrast, one of the participants of the
present study argued that with a subject
related background students may get confused
whether to focus on the main illustrations or
on the background’s graphics. Berk,[17]
suggested to avoid “logos and other irrelevant
graphics” or if necessary, minimise their size
and Jones,[19] also suggested to use graphics
“where appropriate but not to overuse them”.
There are some suggestions to provide
informative images or graphics that add
understanding to the text,[20] and supplement
verbal information,[21] and to avoid noninformative images or graphics that do not add
any further understanding to the slide
presentation.[20,21] Similar may be the
consideration while thinking about the
illustration-only slides.
Theme 5: No preference was shown for
‘heavily decorated background not related to
the subject’.
The participants of the present study were not
very enthusiastic about the heavily decorated
backgrounds not related to the subject
(Neuroanatomy). According to them, such a
background is not necessary, it may catch the
students’ attention, one of them said:
“If I show this very slide (Slide- e) to my
students, I think, they will keep on taking
glances of one area after another of the slide.
Therefore, they will lose their focus on the
main illustration. It is better to use a white or
light-coloured
background
instead.”
[Participant 6]
Most, however, wondered whether such
backgrounds
would
be
enjoyed
by
undergraduates or young students. It may be

mentioned that one of the participants was
initially a bit inclined towards the heavily
decorated background that was not related to
the subject of Neuroanatomy (Slide- e), but
during discussion, she changed her mind, and
admitted:
“At first, I preferred this background, but
having listened to others it now appears to me
too attractive to divert my focus of attention
from the illustration itself.” [Participant 7]
Rather, she found the two heavily decorated
backgrounds much “disturbing” whether
related to the subject (Slides- g) or not (Slidese). Regarding this, one participant suggested, if
it is that necessary, to use decorated slides,
then slides that have shown something like “a
light blue wave” or “a pencil with a line by its
sides” available in PowerPoint as design
templates can be used. However, his
suggestion clearly indicated for using ‘slightly
decorated’ backgrounds, not for the ‘heavily
decorated’ ones. The results of Gyem’s
survey,[22]
on
Embryology
illustration
presentation on PowerPoint slides also showed
that none of the Bangladeshi anatomy teachers
(n = 40) preferred the heavily decorated slide
background.
Theme 6: Despite some positive comments
regarding the influence of slide background on
learning, no definitive conclusion could be
drawn.
The participating Anatomy postgraduate
students of the present study felt that
backgrounds do have an influence on learning.
But there were some conflicting views among
them regarding the effect- whether it was
negative or positive. Most of the participants
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thought that backgrounds may enhance
learning, but heavily decorated backgrounds
may have a negative influence on learning as
they could drag out one’s concentration from
an illustration to the background. One Student
asserted
the
unimportance
of
slide
backgrounds in any sort of learning. In her
words:
“I do not find the background of a slide that
necessary for the students or for their studies.
It is the main illustration that we need to make
colourful and attractive; not the background.”
[Participant 5]
However, half of the FGD participants thought
that coloured (homogeneous or decorated)
PowerPoint slide backgrounds could influence
learning in a positive way. They felt that such
backgrounds are necessary to attract students’
attention and can be helpful for inattentive
students. According to them, a student may
first notice the background, which can then
lead his/her attention to the illustrations. One
went further by saying:
“If we want to attract the attention of the
maximum number of students, these
‘attractive’ backgrounds can play a vital role in
doing so.” [Participant 4]
Dzulkifli and Mustafar[23] noticed that colours
have the potential to attract attention and can
play a role in learning. The more attention
focused on certain stimuli, the more chances of
the stimuli to be transferred to a more
permanent memory storage, they further
added. The authors cited Farley and Grant as
two of the early workers in this field, who
reported
that
coloured
multimedia
presentations resulted in better attention and

memory performance way back in 1976.
Consequently, appropriate use of them can
enhance the teaching and learning experience
for both staff and students.[19] However,
irrelevant pictures can reduce learning
comprehension.[2] Pugsley,[24] puts the purpose
of PowerPoint or any other presentation as
follows: to engage the learner, aid their
understanding of the topic and enhance their
ability to process, store and retrieve the
information in order to act on it at a later stage.
At one point, the present researchers
anticipated that the FGD participants may shift
from the present issue- the influence of slide
background on learning. Therefore, one of
them asked:
Have we been able to separate the influence of
the background on learning from our liking
and disliking (of the background)? Does the
background really have any influence on the
students’ learning? If it does, is it high or low?
Six out of eight participants agreed that it has a
positive influence on learning to some extent
(high or low). One of them said:
It seems to me that (the background) does have
some influences– it enhances learning.
[Participant 3]
Others agreed with her by saying “Yes, it’s
enhancing.” The Psychology students in
Apperson and colleagues’ study,[18] again,
appreciated
using
lightly
patterned
backgrounds for their learning cues. It is also
to be noted that in responding to the statement
“The types of background used in illustrationbased Neuroanatomy PowerPoint slides can
influence learning”, about 70% of the 39
Bangladeshi Anatomy teachers participating in
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a survey done by Gazi and Shamim[15] agreed
and around 23% tended to agree.
The six ‘themes’ emerging from this qualitative
study would provide some insight into the
basics of the applied aspects of the background
of illustration-based PowerPoint slides. Its
exploratory nature can also inspire many
aspects of further research. It is to be noted that
although this study has used the term
‘PowerPoint slides’ as its principal material, it
may be clarified that the findings can be
extrapolated in the same way for presentations
created by any similar slide-making software.
Nevertheless, while interpreting the results of
this research, a few limitations should be
considered:
There is very little scholarly literature on the
background of illustrations-based slides. So, no
specific guidelines could be followed while
developing the illustration-based slides with
different types of background. The number of
slides used in the study was only one per type
of background, making the sampling for each
type rather inadequate for high reliability or
the comments from the participants. The slide
backgrounds varied only as follows:
White/light-coloured
homogeneous/Darkcoloured
homogeneous;
slightly
decorated/heavily decorated and related to
subject/unrelated to subject. Thus, in terms of
colour characteristics, the study has dealt with
only the ‘value’ of colour (light/dark). The
‘hue’ or ‘saturation (chroma)” of colours has
not been addressed. ‘Gradient’, ‘texture’ or
‘pattern’ has not been used either Further,
possibilities of combined effects of ‘decoration’
and ‘colour’, or effects of decoration with
different ‘design’ types have not been
explored. Various terms regarding the

characteristics of the slide backgrounds are yet
to be standardised. For example, meanings of
terms like ‘bright’ and decorative’ have not
been explained by any author who has used
them and no figure has been provided to make
the readers understand what they meant.
There may also be a possibility that even with a
white ‘base colour’, different colours with
which an illustration itself is made would have
different interactions with the background,
thus affecting the impact of the illustration on
the viewer. Not all the potential factors of the
participants like gender, age that may
influence the preference of background type
could be considered while selecting the
participants or conducting the FGD. Colour
blindness was not used as an exclusion
criterion when selecting the participants.
However, FGD results should not be weighed
in terms of participants ‘proportion. In
addition, the background of slides, involve
such attributes, the liking and disliking of
which are very likely to be determined by
personal factors. Generally, the colour
perception may strongly depend on individual
differences.[25] Actually, the science of colour is
a much more complex subject that has many
layers and aspects. Colour is a perception[26]
that depends on vision, amount of light,[26]
individual
taste
interpretation,[27]
psychology’[23] and even a person’s culture[27]
and also emotion and feeling.[23] In addition,
disorders
like
colour
blindness
can
understandably affect individuals’ perception,
and therefore, liking and disliking of specific
colours. Last but not the least, one should keep
in mind that it is very difficult to generalise the
findings of the present study across learning
topics. Thus, all the results from PowerPoint
slide- backgrounds with, for example,
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semirealistic neuroanatomical drawings ‘may
not be equally valid for those from ‘electron
micrographs of kidney’. The question of
learners’ ‘learning styles’ is also a debatable
issue. Mixed responses came from the
Anatomy postgraduate students in the FGD on
several issues. These warrant deeper
evaluation. Furthermore, it is difficult to
distinguish between liking a presentation or
being attracted by a presentation and achieving
successful learning or even understanding
whether it would lead to effective learning.
Therefore, empirical evidence regarding these
two aspects has to be looked for separately, not
taking one granted for the other.
CONCLUSIONS
While the six ‘themes’ emerging from the
present study do provide some baseline
answers to the research questions, essential
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